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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale Carrara White Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tiles Supplier

Short Description: The mosaic carrara marble tiles are

popular products, this product is combined with Bianco

Carrara marble mosaic chips, Thassos Crystal marble

mosaic chips, and brass pencil chips. The precise mix of

different Parallelograms into arrow patterns of makes

each tile look like a work of art.

Model No.: WPM186A

Pattern: Picket

Color: Grey, White, Golden

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

The mosaic carrara marble tiles are popular products, this product is combined with Bianco

Carrara marble mosaic chips, Thassos Crystal marble mosaic chips, and brass pencil chips. The

precise mix of different parallelograms into arrow patterns of makes each tile look like a work of

art. Made of high-quality marble and brass, this picket mosaic tile product combines the natural

texture of marble with the unique luster of brass. This combination of brass and marble greatly

enhances the texture and visual impact of the overall design, bringing timeless elegance to your

home decoration. And add a touch of luxury and exclusivity to your area with our thoughtfully

designed Harlow picket mosaic tile. Showcasing meticulous craftsmanship and a high level of
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craftsmanship, these marble tile brass inlay details add a unique touch and it is a hot-selling arrow

pattern tile combined with brass inlays to offer a stylish and sophisticated option.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale Carrara White Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tiles Supplier

Model No.: WPM186A

Pattern: Picket

Color: Grey, White, Golden

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM186A

Color: White, Grey, Golden

Marble Name: Bianco Carrara White Marble, Thassos Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM185

Color: White, Green, Golden

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal White Marble, Panda Green Marble

Model No.: WPM186B

Color: White And Golden

Marble Name: Calacatta Gold Marble, Thassos Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM186C

Color: White And Grey

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal White Marble, Eastern White Marble



Product Application

This Carrara chevron picket mosaic product can be used to decorate walls and floors in areas such as

bathrooms, kitchens, and living rooms. Its base in classic white marble is inlaid with brass to create exquisite

patterns and decorative effects. Whether it is a modern or traditional decor, this tile can provide a noble and

elegant atmosphere. With its beautiful appearance and excellent quality, it is widely used in high-end

residences, hotels, shopping malls, office buildings, etc., adding unique charm and a sense of quality to the

space.

Carrara White Mosaic Brass Inlaid Marble Tile is an elegant, high-end marble tile whose unique design and

material make it widely used in interior decoration.

FAQ

Q: How long does the delivery usually take of this Carrara White Mosaic With Brass Inlay Marble Tiles?

A: 15 - 35 natural days.

Q: Do your products support customization? Can I put my logo on the product?

A: Yes, customization is available, you can put your logo on the product and cartons.

Q: Do you have a price list of all products?

A: We don't have a whole price list for 500+ items of mosaic products, please leave us a message about your

favorite mosaic item.

Q: What is your price term?

A: Normally FOB, then EXW, FCA, CNF, DDP, and DDU are available.


